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We Interrupt This Regularly Scheduled Broadcast To Bring You....
Fret not thyself because of evil men, neither be thou envious at the wicked; For there shall be no
reward to the evil man; the candle of the wicked shall be put out.
(Pro 24:19-20)

May God's Grace, peace, love and forgiveness be upon all those saints to take the time to read this
message today. I want to first of all give my readers this simple word of advice. Don't fret yourself over
the evils of this world. They seen to be growing and growing to all kinds of monstrous proportions. I
know many of you are deeply troubled by it. I say, don't be. Don't be troubled. All of the things we are
seeing, these things must be. They have to transpire and to make a long story short, they have to get
worse. Mankind's true nature must fully reveal its fallen, wicked and perverse characteristics. God is
going to allow that to happen. He has predicted it, told us before hand, so that we would not be deeply
troubled in these times so as to think what we are seeing has somehow caught the Lord unaware.
Nothing catches the Lord unawares. He knows exactly what is coming and that it is going to take all
animal life on earth to the very edges of extinction.
Brothers, we must learn to keep our balance and focus on Christ because as the old saying goes, "you
ain't seen nothin' yet!!". Even today this signs of extinction are all around us. I posted a story about this
(on this page) last week. Did you know that the Ocean is contaminated and will continue to be
saturated with highly radioactive refuse from Fukishima for as long as we live? Do you know know
that the Ocean's are now on death watch because of this disaster? We have already seen large 'fish' kills'
that our media refuses to explain to us. Many of them in the pacific are a direct result of pools of
exceptionally high levels of radiation forming and killing the fish. Satan's mouthpieces can't tell you.
That is truth. They can but the camera over to the latest starlets boobs to keep you from ever finding
out what is happening to our world.
No, you are not going to hear this oceanic catastrophe, not even on your favorite conspiracy sites.
Many of them are just not what they claim to be. Some are under legally enforceable orders, they can't
tell you the truth, as much as they may want to. As far as most (yes most) of your MSM, they have the
same restrictions. For those who aren't, the Nuclear Power industry does the censoring for us. In short,
the scope, scale and reality of the disaster there is not going to be told to us, nor frankly is its cause. But
Fukushima is not the only disaster happening to the world's oceans.
So now our oceans are dying. It is enough to really get a person who really understands what is at stake

to get depressed. But that is just the oceans, look at the global economy, it's collapsing right before our
eyes. and once again, anyone who can count and knows anything about markets is telling you the same
thing, "you ain't seen nothin' yet!!" This system is going down and what replaces it will mean very
hard times for Americans and non-German Europeans. Again, those clued in can see what is coming,
Where as American Couch Potato cannot and more importantly, doesn't want to. At least not while the
NFL, Golf or the latest HBO TV series is on. I mean look what I said in my PESR.
The Chinese have a new economy and are awash in assets 4 . So these two currencies are
well positioned for a powerful, perhaps central position when the inevitable happens with
all currencies when the printing press is used instead of sound economic policies. They
become worthless. This is what Germany and China are waiting for. The hole everyone in
the west is digging for themselves that they can no longer get out of... without lots of help
and even more strings 5 attached. You want our help? Sell us your nukes? You want our
help, sell us your key defense contractors, You want help? Give us your secrets? You want
help? Sell us your critical infrastructure. So they don't mind us digging ourselves into a
hole. Why not? They will be able to buy us up for pennies on the dollar when we can no
longer buy oil with dollars, buy key raw materials with dollars and no one will trade with
us in. - PESR Summer 2012
OK a couple of weeks later, what happens? China and Germany agree to conduct more trade in Yuan
And Euro's. This is not a game changer but it is significant. Why?
A growing number of small and medium-sized businesses are now mimicking larger
multinationals and choosing to use the yuan when doing business with China. - Fox
Business/Dow Jones
Hey, did I not say watch the German's and Chinese, their relationship? How many others said that... I
mean really?
But when it comes to the times and seasons and understanding them, Christians I know as well are
floundering. They are often confused and unsure about what to believe. They listen to their pastors,
read the news, but more and more are seriously questioning both. This is a good thing at least as a first
step, but often leads to confusion, depression and can lead to apostasy. Why? Because such Christians
must learn to study their bibles and find other sources of information in this current satanic age, where
deceit and misdirection are now legally enforceable pillars of the American state. But God is most
gracious. He set up a couple of dozen Christian sites that really deal with the times we are in, has set up
his protection for them and charged them in the same way God has charged me, "Warn The People." He
did not just say, 'his' people, but THE people.
I often get messages from those who work in some very unique areas. They want to caution me about
'going secular' and just how dangerous it can be. I understand that they want me to focus on the
'spiritual'; teachings, doctrine, etc. But you know there is so much happening in our world and I try and
bring real perspective to the issues that come up. Those who work in those unique areas don't need that,
but many Christians do. They are starved for real information and perspective. Second, I am not
trying to sound all holy, and over-spiritualize things. I refuse to do that or claim to have some word
from the Lord when God has not spoken. I most certainly refuse to do that either. I am not going to be
any kind of religious phony or fraud, there are a 100,000 sites out there that are just that. This is not one
of them, nor ever shall be I don't ask for money, I don't sell anything (that I control) that is not also
freely available. I focus on the news for a reason, This is a site run by a person who is charged to

WATCH and WARN, not TEACH. I AM NOT A TEACHER. That is not my job, if Christians have
learned something here, great, but that is not my job. I don't ask my gardener to come into the house
and perform Brain Surgery on my kids. Nor do I ask my auto mechanic for his prognostications on
interest rates for the 10 benchmark in the next quarter. Those are subjects outside of their respective
areas of expertise. This principle is enshrined in scripture that each has his part to play and should not
usurp another's role. What do I mean? When was the last time you saw someone walking on his eyes,
or talking with his liver?
For as the body is one, and hath many members, and all the members of that one body,
being many, are one body: so also is Christ. For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one
body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free; and have been all
made to drink into one Spirit. For the body is not one member, but many. If the foot shall
say, Because I am not the hand, I am not of the body; is it therefore not of the body? And if
the ear shall say, Because I am not the eye, I am not of the body; is it therefore not of the
body? If the whole body were an eye, where were the hearing? If the whole were hearing,
where were the smelling? But now hath God set the members every one of them in the
body, as it hath pleased him. And if they were all one member, where were the body? But
now are they many members, yet but one body. And the eye cannot say unto the hand, I
have no need of thee: nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of you. Nay, much
more those members of the body, which seem to be more feeble, are necessary: And those
members of the body, which we think to be less honourable, upon these we bestow more
abundant honour; and our uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness. For our
comely parts have no need: but God hath tempered the body together, having given more
abundant honour to that part which lacked: That there should be no schism in the body;
but that the members should have the same care one for another. And whether one
member suffer, all the members suffer with it; or one member be honoured, all the
members rejoice with it. Now ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular. And
God hath set some in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers,
after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, diversities of tongues. Are
all apostles? are all prophets? are all teachers? are all workers of miracles? Have all the
gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret? But covet earnestly the best
gifts: and yet shew I unto you a more excellent way.
(1Co 12:12-31)
I watch brothers, that is my job and these days, it is more than a full time occupation. The earthquakes
(naturally occurring and made, let the reader understand), economic chaos, drought's, wars, terrorism,
fraud, corruption, murders, thefts. It is a lot of work going through all of those sites and trying to come
up with stories that effect people in General and Christians in particular. It can be taxing on my spirit as
well. Believe me, I am not made of cast iron. I see the things happening and I just want to get away
from this computer and go to the park or watch the squirrels run around in my little backyard or go for
a drive in the country. The world is truly falling apart and most Americans are utterly oblivious and if
there is anything that the economic collapse (and it was a collapse) of 2008 did it was force some who
were really hit hard to see this system for what it really is. What is it? It is an ongoing criminal
enterprise run by the reprobate to steal, kill and destroy mankind in the hopes of profit and a more
comfortable existence for themselves. But behind these reprobates are fallen angels, The fallen 'Benay
Elohim'. Have you ever wondered why there is so much witchcraft, pagan idolatry and satanism in our
elite, practiced by our entertainers, put in our movies and TV shows and within the deep dark caverns
of our government it symbols and names are used with alarming frequency and disdain for God. Listen,

the Chaplains in the military services have been sidelined. They have done all they could to warn our
leaders of the alarming trends in our armed forces. The epidemics of rape, drug abuse, drug running,
ritualistic murders. Commanders turned a deaf ear. Now our military is having some very serious
problems that are not being reported to the people. Very serious, but the trends are in place... no one
listened. In f act, the Chaplains were ordered to shut their mouths! The army has a great deal of what
itself has termed 'Toxic Leadership'.
The Army needs to be concerned with toxic leadership because of the seriousness of
consequences that are caused by leadership failure. Under worst case scenarios, toxic
leadership in the Army can lead to mutiny and death, as well as a whole host of relatively
less serious, but still troubling outcomes. - US Army
So those of you who think this administration has been on top of things in the realm of National
Security are being hoodwinked by a very deceitful politician. He and his policies have had a disastrous
effect on our readiness and our international relations. Only Secretary Clinton has been able to mitigate
some of the enormous and irreparable damage he has done. But the people are being given a Madison
avenue version of this administrations disasters and the people, in particular large segments of Black
America are cheering. Don't deny it, I have seen the photo's and news reels. Here is a guy who has
immunized the banks who criminally stole the homes of so many black Americans. The banks filled out
false affidadiavits in court and then stole people's homes based on those affidavits.
The banker who reviewed these files fills out and signs an affidavit, which is then
notarized. It is the written equivalent of sworn testimony in court. Judges take affidavits
extremely seriously. False affidavits bypass the entire fact-finding and legal process, and
the result can be a miscarriage of justice. Anyone who lies on one commits perjury, a
felony punishable by jail time.
At least, they used to get jail time. - Washington Post
With Obama it was not Jail time but immunity from prosecution.
Obama has supported issues that many Black Americans hate (gay marriage) and still he has very
strong support in the Black Community. What can be said of that? I think Shakespeare summed it up
very nicely.
When he came to himself again, he said,
if he had done or said anything amiss,
he desired their worships to think it was his infirmity.
Three or four wenches where I stood cried, “Alas, good soul!”
and forgave him with all their hearts.
But there’s no heed to be taken of them.
If Caesar had stabbed their mothers
they would have done no less.
- Shakespeare (Julius Ceasar; Act 1, Scene2)
Indeed, for the most part, I take no heed of them, If Obama had sterilized their grandchildren they
would have done no less. Rationality seems alien to 21st century Black America and as the old saying
goes, 'whom the gods would destroy, they first drive insane'. The evidence is there for anyone with eyes
to see and a (sane) brain to think.

But this is also true for large swaths of the nation of all races. But I would add this most important and
fundamental thought. Our nation and world are doing everything they can to deny the reality of God.
God is real; I know it, the true remnant of God know it, these devil worshippers in power know it,
those who practice witchcraft and satanism in secret know it. They are driving our world into a
fundamental detachment from reality. We are not just talking about a denial of God, but something
much, much deeper, a deep and satanic hatred for God.
And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name, and his
tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven. And it was given unto him to make war with
the saints, and to overcome them: and power was given him over all kindreds, and
tongues, and nations. And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names
are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. If
any man have an ear, let him hear.
(Rev 13:6-9)
This again is that second beast I spoke of in my last PESR, the one that I think should be of enormous
concern to Christians as that is the one who shall kill the saints. But that beast does so with a lot of
help.
And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of
Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration.
(Rev 17:6)
Look around you and tell me the world is not slowly going out of its mind. We have people going into
movie theaters and shooting them up, crazy people slashing up their own kids. A President so vain that
he has mirrors all over the White House, even in the White House loo and what White House staffers
derisively call the 'god mirror' over the Presidents bed. Americans have no idea how crazy some of the
people are in power. We have a serial rapist sitting as a Federal Judge, Congressmen who engage in
'threesomes' in bed... with each other; Senators who exchange their votes for night out with an 18 year
old daughter of a colleague and military officers who rape their subordinates. We have key leaders in
the House who try and murder our own key national security personell. When the devil takes over,
insanity depravity and evil are given a free reign and that my dear readers is what has already
happened in Washington. The lunatics are running the asylum right into the ground because that is
exactly where the devil wants to take America. Keep this in mind, satan does not have the kind of
power to destroy America. The only way he can accomplish that is by driving us further down the road
to sin and evil. So far that God must act... and act he shall. satan's only real power is the power to
deceive and brothers, he is most expert at it. But this last days deception, God gets so fed up with
mankind that he is going to send this next one. Why is he sending it? The answer is right there in the
scriptures.
And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:
That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in
unrighteousness.
(2Th 2:11-12)
America takes great pleasure in unrighteousness and her secret wickedness.
Thy nakedness shall be uncovered, yea, thy shame shall be seen: I will take vengeance,

and I will not meet thee as a man.
(Isa 47:3)
Isiah to the Virgin DAUGHTER of Bablyon.
Americans take great pleasure in unrighteousness. Let none of us be partakes of the works of darkness,
brothers. But let us 'keep on keeping on' and endure the the end so that we may be saved.
And ye shall be hated of all men for my name's sake: but he that endureth to the end shall
be saved.
(Mat 10:22)
Brothers, let is do what we can to help the persecuted and the poor. I know it is hard to do. It is harder
still, to find a ministry that really helps Christians in need and is not secretly owned by forces who are
not really interested in the Gospel. Believe me there are more than a couple of such organizations.
Because of this I will not recommend any big name organization. What I will do is say that if you can
find a Church that has their own mission and monitor it, or know of a small group of missionaries who
operate in an area where the persecuted dwell that would probably be best. I will say that two
organizations I have in the past given to are Voice of the Martyrs and International Christian Concern.
This is NOT a recommendation. It's just that I know some of you will ask me about it so I will tell you
upfront.
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